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[PROVISIONAL TRANSLATION FROM PERSIAN] 

 

[Translator’s notes appear in square brackets]  

[Personal information has been redacted.] 

 

A poem by the martyr of the Path of Truth written by Zarrin Moghimi mourning for her glorious 

teacher, the honourable martyr Hashem Farnoush 

 

“Test” 

The sound of teacher’s steps come to my ear from the class 

Breath in chests trapped and hearts beating  

Lo, be ready for a test or be blamed 

Whose turn is it now, am I the best, you, or yet the next? 

His being is replete with poise, serenity, and belief  

Away from all brawls, away from the hassle of all being 

Walks sure, certain, and hyped 

Glancing far above this disconsolate abode 

Flickering, yet flashing; seizing, yet profound 

Discerning all by eyesight--the known and unknown  

The two loving, yet reproaching eyes beholding acolytes  

Hence move suddenly and revealing 

Panic by being tested? 

At this forkin the paths of the world 

Got to find one right, choose and follow 

The garish path this world offers, pleasure and merriment, 

Gleaming mercy, yet deceptive:  the way outward, gloomy 

Anguish and woeful path of affliction; way of God 

Risking all for the emblem:  infirmity, gallantry, 

Blazing in the sight at first; yet, at close, superb as the goal 

The shining path, the mine of the tongue of the beloved 

Sustenance of path, love of the hallowed Abha 

Brace the pannier and search thy path 

The warm accent, missive of cherubim 

The thrill of his sound brands me oblivious 

Me, set aglow by his speech, pensive  

How pleased is he, he the voyager 

At the end of this hard, thorny path [moghilan= Egyptian], weary and drained  

Observe him that desired golden abode  

Calling myself, yet again, the class, the coach, and trial as before 

Anxiety, dread, and I whisper to myself 

Why is he so hard on us 

No doubt would it be, if he himself,  

The trainer 
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Wrote the test again 

Behind the cloud of the early years 

I gaze at his image in my heart 

The same, shadowy smile, deep expression, reverberating voice 

Counselling yet reproaching from his sweet lyrics 

Drops of moaning tears in my eyes, lump in my throat, yet perplexed 

A deep heartfelt scream  

Lord! The trainer, now the coach of cherubim  

Co-singer of the divine melody in the eternal band  

His breast untainted, free from rancour, the goal of spiteful darts… heart blazing by the fire of Baha   

The incendiary shower of the hatred of the foes flashed…colliding with His lovers 

As the ancient myth of love and slaughter 

Scattered fresh melodies of elation 

He sighted the golden abode    

The shrill sound of the Most High reached his inner ear, warbled over him, that ever-loving bird 

From the inn of clay to the habitat of the horizons  

In the twinkling of an eye he flew away 

Lastly, from the crimson pen of his blood 

Over the golden pages of the records 

For the sake of his acolytes  

Engraved his last counsel 

“If we are frenzied lovers of the sole caring countenance 

Why dread His test?” 
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